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draw?? When i am drawing with my nano 2000 i can't adjust the size of the gun in relation to the text. but if i use a hack put my mouse on the trigger and
hold it down and it works. when i release my mouse the gun changes back to being able to adjust the size. Is there a fix for this? A: The data is there. It just
is displayed in a different way. There are two lines on the list of buttons. One is the default line, the other has the title text, the line that it works on is the
3rd line, the line with the mouse icon. When you are editing the title text it is storing in the list of buttons (ie it's a normal button). When you move your
mouse to the left and right of the trigger, the code will detect that you have moused down, and it will display the number of the line of the button (the
number of the line that the mouse is on) and the line that you are editing (the line that the mouse is over) but the actual data for the line that the mouse is
on is not displayed, it is stored in memory, waiting for you to mouse up. If you let go of the mouse, it changes back to the default line, and the data for the
line that the mouse is on is displayed, ready for editing. From the console: >:msg.lcd Button 0 #Number: 0 #Y: 0 #X: 0 #T: This is the line of the button.
It's shown without the editor, but you can change it with the 1,2,3 keys. >:msg.lcd Button 1 #Number: 1 #Y: 66 #T:
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